
Hello. My name is Priyanka Makkad. I work as a Test Associate Manager in Accenture, and I work for 
one of the pharmaceutical clients where we provide multiple testing services as Accenture team. I 
joined actually Accenture quite early in my career when I was just moving out of the college. So at that 
time, definitely Accenture gave me this huge opportunity to learn new technologies and make me 
relevant for the industry and what are the trends that the technology is on, which industries are 
working. It gave me a very good platform to make me up to the speed and, in different projects and 
with different people for multiple clients. And it gave me the opportunity to enhance in my career and I 
have till now very great, absolutely great experience with Accenture.

I always wanted to travel somewhere and to be part of something, to see new culture and to live there. 
This expands your horizon or your way of thinking. You really grow with that. Accenture helped me to 
get there, basically.

I currently, as I said, I work as a Test Associate Manager. Most of my work is basically couple of 
projects for the pharmaceutical clients where we provide the testing services. My day-to-day job is 
usually to work with the testing people that are working for those projects to understand what the 
problem statement is and how we can help the client to solve that problem. It is done by ensuring the 
quality of the product is up to date and we don't have any critical defects moving into production, etc..

I work with a team of 35 to 40 people. We are a global team. Some of them are here in Prague or even 
in Czech Republic, placed in different places, a couple of the team members and in India. It definitely 
gives you a very diverse and inclusive environment to work with.

Everyone has a common goal, and they are trying to do better not only for themselves but for clients 
and for Accenture. And everybody is ready to learn new technologies, to collaborate with everyone 
and basically solve the problem. Definitely, Accenture is one place where, for example, you name a 
technology, you name an industry, you name the area and Accenture is providing the services there. 
So it's not limiting you to one particular career path or one particular technology.
If you are somebody who would like to explore a lot in your career, someone who wants to venture into 
different career paths, Accenture is definitely the place for you. At the same time it has its own great 
perks that you would definitely enjoy being in Accenture. If you are somebody looking to work in an 
international environment, work in a very diverse country, definitely join Accenture.
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